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Tackling Child Trafficking and Irregular 
Migration in Sports & Football 

A Draft Roadmap



Executive Summary  
As part of celebrating the Day of the African Child on the 19th of June 2009, the African 
Union (AU) launched the AU.COMMIT initiative to fight against human trafficking in 
Africa. The campaign was set as a priority on the development agenda of the continent. 
Despite efforts by the AU to tackle human trafficking, the crime remains the fastest growing 
in the world, resulting in serious breaches of human rights and threat to security, peace, and 
development. Not only has the crime evolved but it also extend to numerous sectors which 
has further perpetuated the problem.  

Specific to this roadmap is to address the issue of child trafficking of Africans in football. 
This has taken centre-stage in the discourse of exploitation within sport. The need to protect 
children and their families from such heinous crimes align with the AU’s agenda towards 
eradicating contemporary slavery in Africa. The linkage between human trafficking and 
sports is highlighted in broader terms, but specifies why the game of football stands out in 
this discourse. The need to articulate concrete and practical ways to address these crime 
forms promoted this roadmap which offers actionable pathways across five thematic pillars; 
Coordination and Partnership; Awareness Raising; Capacity Building; Regulation; and 
Research. This roadmap is in fulfillment of one of the major objectives of the proposed 
strategic cooperation between the African Union and Mission 89. 
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1. Introduction: The Problem of Human Trafficking in Africa and Sports  

Human Trafficking and Modern Slavery in Africa 
Although human trafficking and smuggling is not a new phenomena, the issue has taken 
centre stage in both international and regional forums in recent times. Despite being a global 
issue, Africa remains the top source continent for human trafficking and the smuggling of 
migrants. According to the Global Slavery Index, over 6 million people in the Sub-Sahara 
Africa are enslaved, accounting for approximately 13.6 percent of the world's total enslaved 
population as of 2016.  

Contemporary enslavement of people takes many shapes and forms in different parts of 
Africa. Whether it is for sexual exploitation, forced labour, forced marriage, labour 
exploitation, benefit fraud, organ harvesting, or other benefits, the fact remains that, 
traffickers prey on the venerability of their victims. In Africa, poverty and conflict has been 
identified as major root causes of human trafficking (to name a few) which renders victims 
and their families vulnerable to exploiters and smugglers. The topic of human trafficking 
has dominated common areas such as migration, general human rights and recently in the 
supply chain industry. However, there is a huge lacuna in the area of sports, specifically 
football where there has been evidence of child trafficking of Africans to European. 
 

Human Trafficking and Sports  
The link between sports and human trafficking have been seen in the way the crime has 
been perpetuated in and around sports for various types of exploitation especially in the 
areas of sex and labour. This means that victims of trafficking as it concerns sport go 
beyond the athletes themselves but also includes those who work within the industry for 
various reasons.  

Sexual exploitation has been characterized  as one of several forms of  collateral damage 
occurring as a result of  major sporting events. “Sex Trafficking and the Super Bowl:  
There’s More at Play Sunday Than Just Football” is just one of the many recent headlines 
after this year’s popular Super Bowl in the United States.  Articles such as this, establishes  1

“Sex Trafficking and the Super Bowl: There’s More at Play Sunday Than Just Football” (S. D. Chrismon, the Root, 1

2/4/18) https://www.theroot.com/sex-trafficking-and-the-super-bowl-there-s-more-at-pla-1822599130 (Accessed 14th 
May 2018)
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that events such as this including the World Cup and Olympics amplifies sex trafficking 
which has led to a number of arrests and rescues. 

From the angle of forced labour, organisations like Amnesty International have 
documented the exploitation of thousands of migrant workers in sports related constructions 
that often happen before major sports events’  like the Olympics. For instance, the 2

construction of the new stadiums during sporting events like the World cup have raised 
suspicion regarding the exploitation of migrants particularly through practices that leave 
these workers shortchanged in  wages, stranded in the country and even trapped in slavery. 
Migrant workers endured similar experiences before the Sochi Winter Olympic Games in 
2014.  All of this contributes to a negative outlook for sports, in terms of its human rights 3

impact under international frameworks such as the United Nations Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights (UNGPs).  

A social work community in the United States also highlighted what they now call ‘athletic 
trafficking’ where African youth are enticed to travel to the United States (U.S.) through the 
deception of playing high school sports which could eventually lead them to playing 
professionally.  The modus operandi being that the athletes are recruited with the promise of 4

a better future; transported to new locations, often without adequate resources; forced to 
play their sport for countless hours for the benefit of others; and are under full control of 
their trafficker.  5

A few cases have sprung up from this including; in 2015, when the Department of 
Homeland Security raided the Faith Baptist Christian Academy South in Ludowici, Ga., and 
discovered 30 young boys, mostly Dominican, who had been living in the campus gym, 
sleeping on the floor. This group of young people had been housed there since 2013. These 
boys also had been recruited to the U.S. with the promise of a high school education and a 
shot at a college scholarship. 

 Sports and Human Rights. http://www.sportandhumanrights.org/wordpress/ (Accessed 15th May 2018)2

 Jim Nichol, Elaine Halchin, John W. Rollins, Alex Tiersky, Steven Woehrel, The 2014 Sochi Winter Olympics: 3

Security and Human Rights Issues. Congressional Research Service

 Is there such a thing as ‘Athletic Trafficking’Lorin Mordecai, Alliance of Social Workers in Sports June 6, 2017 4

https://www.naswis.org/single-post/2017/06/06/Is-there-such-a-thing-as-‘Athletic-Trafficking’ (Accessed 15th May 
2018)

 ibid note 4 5
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The Element of Migration - A Protectionist Viewpoint  
Due to the nature of this form of trafficking, migration plays a huge role ,as young athletes 
are often moved from source countries to a destination country. According to academics like 
Esson, athletes in this situation may not initially travel through irregular means , (even 6

though some others do) but due to the short duration visas and the level of abandonment 
that often follows this crime, victims often overstay and become illegal.  There is a massive 7

issue of victim criminalisation in destination countries which often occurs when these 
victims are not quickly identified as trafficked but rather as illegal migrants who have offset 
border control laws. Such conflict remains a problem in traditional trafficking let alone an 
aspect of trafficking which stakeholders are still trying to fully understand. Beyond the need 
for border control following the large influx of economic migrants for the purpose of sports,  
there is need to protect young migrant athletes who are victims not criminals. According to 
the Migration Policy Framework for Africa: 

The core element of trafficking is the fact that the victim is deprived of her/his 
will and is forced into slavery-like conditions or involuntary servitude. It is thus  

 James Esson, Eleanor Drywood, (2018) "Challenging popular representations of child trafficking in football", Journal 6

of Criminological Research, Policy and Practice, Vol. 4 Issue: 1, pp.60-72,

 MISSION89, “This Trade is Evil: Inside the Secret Word of Soccer Player Trafficking, http://mission89.org/true-story/7
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Case Study: Gerard’s Story  

I was first seen playing for my neighbourhood team ... there is a championship at the end of 
each season and scouts from the Star of Guinea saw me and asked me to play there as a 
reserve. Eventually I got to play for the [REDACATED] and it was during a league game 
when the agent found me and said he wanted to take me to Europe ... He (agent) went to my 
uncle because my mother is ill and my parents divorced when I was a young child, and so 
my uncle is head of the family... He (uncle) also knows about football so the agent talked to 
him and made the deal ... He (uncle) played football when he was younger and when he was 
playing he was able to take care of the whole family ... I wanted to be the next one in the 
family to be able to do that (support the family) and my mother and my uncle were also 
hoping that I could do the same so they had to take up this chance. ... My uncle never 
thought the agent would fuck us over like this!  

My mother ended up selling most of the family land to pay to send me to Europe ... They 
paid the agent €3,500 plus €1,000 as pocket money ... he said it was for the plane tickets and 
everything ... When I first came it wasn’t Paris proper I was in the suburbs, the agent put me 
in a hotel and he would come and visit everyday to make sure I was okay. The room was in 
his (agents) name and ... [He had] my passport, my papers from the football federation in 
Guinea, papers from my education and my pocket money, everything. The agent told me that 
on January 14th I was going to Lyon to try out for some academies but after the 13th he 
stopped coming. I waited through to the night of the 17th and when the agent didn’t come 
the manager of the hotel said I had to go.  

Source: James Esson (2015) Better Off at Home? Rethinking Responses to Trafficked West African 
Footballers in Europe, Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies, 41:3, 512-530, 



imperative to improve the identification of victims of trafficking, to treat them 
as victims of a crime rather than criminals, and to afford them protection and 
assistance (including, inter alia, privacy; information on proceedings; physical 
and psychological recovery; provisions for safety; measures to avoid 
immediate  
deportation; and safe repatriation).  8

Human Trafficking in Football 
It is a well know fact that the game of football and the successes of its players have 
instigated a growing aspiration within youngsters all over the world. The need to groom 
such youngsters have led to the establishment of football academies all over the world 
including Africa. In the same light, it has also increased the motivation of traffickers to prey 
on aspiring young talents who often lack the opportunities that some of the peers in the 
Western world possess. In 2015, an article in the international press claimed that 15,000 
young players were moved from West Africa yearly under false pretences.  The hidden 9

nature of the crime means that the number could be higher. In Belgium, 442 cases of 
“African soccer slaves” was uncovered by the Senator Jean Marie Dedecker when he 
exposed the illegal trade in Nigerian players within European football.  10

The recruitment of young athletes for the purpose of exploitation has been recognised as a 
threat by the International Convention on Children’s Rights (UN 1989), which condemns 
child exploitation (Article 32), the European Parliament resolution on the future of 
professional football in Europe (March 2007), and the International Federation of 
Association Football’s (FIFA) Regulations on the Status and Transfer of Players. Apart from 
the fact that FIFA prohibits transfers of players under the age of 18 (with limited 
exceptions), FIFA’s Transfer Matching System (TMS) increases the transparency of 
transactions to ensure compliance. However, the latter resource does not cover rogue 
recruiters/agents, unsanctioned football academies and other trafficking means through 
which players are transferred within FIFA’s ambit. 

Why Football?  
Although the existence of human trafficking in sports have been broadly established, it is 
that which is prompted by football that is most prevalent in Africa. A large number of 
reports have iterated that human trafficking continues in significant rates with most 
trafficked players sourced from West Africa and Latin America with a vast majority of  

 AU.COMMIT Campaign on Combating Human Trafficking 2009-2012 Report https://au.int/sites/default/files/8

newsevents/workingdocuments/28048-wd-au_commit_strat_-_e.pdf (Accessed 16th May 2018)

 Chasing dreams: Young African footballers duped, dumped by traffickers, Kieran Gilbert, Reuters, December 7, 9

2015https://af.reuters.com/article/sportsNews/idAFKBN0TQ0IS20151207 (Accessed 12th May 2018)

cited in James Esson, Eleanor Drywood, (2018) "Challenging popular representations of child trafficking in football", 10

Journal of Criminological Research, Policy and Practice, Vol. 4 Issue: 1, pp.60-72,
6
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https://au.int/sites/default/files/newsevents/workingdocuments/28048-wd-au_commit_strat_-_e.pdf
https://au.int/sites/default/files/newsevents/workingdocuments/28048-wd-au_commit_strat_-_e.pdf


victims said to be minors.  Destination countries are often in Europe or Asia even though 11

most trafficked young aspiring players end on in  the streets rather than on pitches.  12

The need to tackle trafficking in football is so significant in the overall need to address 
trafficking in sports for different reasons. Firstly, football is one the richest sports in the 
world which remains a major motivation for both aspiring players, their families and for 
those who intend to exploit them. Secondly, it has one of the largest dedicated global fan 
base which can impact negatively in terms of the level of criminal opportunity it attracts but 
also positively, in the sort of impact its advocacy will make not just in the sports industry 
but in the fight against modern slavery in general. Thirdly, the business of football and its 
complex systems is such that presents potential loopholes that rogue agents tend to prey on.  

Despite existing regulations, the African case is different. In Africa, there exists 
unscrupulous intermediaries who want to make a  quick buck from vulnerable youth. There 
have also been an increase of unlicensed academies and fake agents; weak policies and 
procedures governing player’s exit/transfers; lack of enforcement of existing laws and the  

lack of cooperation amongst key stakeholders in most countries. This has resulted  in typical 
cases of abuse and exploitation in football in Africa. 

The Typical Case of Trafficking in Football 
Illicit recruitment agents use the world of football to make money by faking contracts and 
luring young African players to migrate to Europe under illegal conditions, and then they 
just abandon them. Even though sometimes the athletes migrate through  legal routes, they 
end upon illegal status by overstaying their visas.  13

Families are also deceived into spending large sums of money (sometimes selling properties 
or taking out loans) to pay rogue agents in  hope that their talented children get to play for 
top European clubs. Rogue football agents or talent scouts demand for money in exchange 
for securing a trial, and then traffic the young player into Europe. In some cases, the victims 
may not even have the chance to  attend the trials as they have hope. In  cases where they 
actually do attend football trials, they oftentimes receive insecure and often exploitative 
contracts . Young African athletes are sometimes aware of the dangers of being exploited 
but tend to rationalise it from a risk-reward perspective, whereby they see a potential 
professional career in football as the only means by which they can alleviate their  their 
families out of poverty. 

 Ruggie, John G. 2016. “FOR THE GAME. FOR THE WORLD.” 11

FIFA and Human Rights. Corporate Responsibility Initiative Report No. 68. Cambridge, MA: Harvard Kennedy School.  
pg 25

 James Esson (2015) Better Off at Home? Rethinking Responses to Trafficked West African Footballers in Europe, 12

Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies, 41:3, 512-530, 

James Esson (2015) Better Off at Home? …13
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2. Political Legal Framework  

International Legal Framework 

The 1989 United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), which is the most 
rapidly and widely ratified international human rights treaty in history sets the foundation 
for the protection of child from any form of human rights violation. The treaty is the 1st 
legally binding text that protects the rights of children (UNICEF). Articles 32, 35, 36, and 
37 are explicit in their declaration, that state actors should do everything within their power 
to protect children from all forms of exploitation.  

Specific to human trafficking, the most prominent instruments are the UN Palermo Protocol 
on Trafficking in Persons and the Council of Europe Convention on Actions against 
Trafficking in Human Beings. They are both clear about child trafficking especially from 
the standpoint of the age of consent which makes child trafficking less complicated to 
prosecute. 

In addition, the ILO Convention 182 goes further to say that children’s rights, “should be 
the main priority for national and international action, including international cooperation 
and assistance.” And article 3, informs of the, "the worst forms of child labour", which 
amongst others comprises, “all forms of slavery or practices similar to slavery, such as the  

sale and trafficking of children, debt bondage and serfdom and forced or compulsory labour, 
including forced or compulsory recruitment of children for use in armed conflict”.  

In 2017, the Kazan Action Plan was adopted on by UNESCO’s Sixth International 
Conference of Ministers and Senior Officials Responsible for Physical Education and Sport, 
MINEPS VI.  The Action Plan aims to address the integrity of sport and includes the 
safeguarding of the rights of athletes, workers, spectators and other groups. It 
specifically provides that “the fundamental human rights of everyone affected by or 
involved in the delivery of physical education, physical activity and sport must be protected, 
respected and fulfilled in accordance with the United Nations Guiding Principles for 
Business and Human Rights.”  It marks the commitment to link sport policy development 14

to the 2030 Agenda of the United Nations, as well as support to an overarching sport policy 
follow-up framework and five priority areas for international and national multi-stakeholder 
cooperation.  15

Also in 2017, the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) adopted resolution 
7/8 on Corruption in Sport, by the Conference of States Parties to the United Nations  

KAZAN ACTION PLAN: The Ministers meeting at the Sixth International Conference of Ministers and Senior 14

Officials Responsible for Physical Education and Sport (MINEPS VI), held in Kazan (13-15 July 2017), UNESCO

Transforming our world: The 2030 Agenda of the United Nations, Resolution adopted by the General Assembly on 25 15

September 2015
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Convention against Corruption at its seventh session, held in Vienna. Supported by 183 
States parties to the UNCAC, the resolution is a significant milestone to addressing related 
issues such as trafficking in sports.  16

In addition, the International Olympic Committee (IOC) stresses in Rule 6.2 of its Principles 
of Good Governance on the Protection of Athletes, that ‘Measures should be taken to 
prohibit exploitation of young athletes’, ‘Athletes should be protected from unscrupulous 
recruiters and agents’ and, thirdly, that ‘Cooperation with the government of the countries 
concerned should be developed’.  

Despite the  existing laws that should support  advocacy against trafficking in football, there 
is still need for clarity on whether the irregular flow of African players to Europe meets the 
legal definition of trafficking. Questions still arise on the conflict as to whether this is a 
sports-related issue, a migration issue or indeed a trafficking issue.   Clarity and 
harmonization  in terms of terminology and  definition is crucial for deliberation by key 
stakeholders, if any progress is to made its this proposed roadmap. 

African Union’s Commitment  
One of the most important African Union’s objectives is the promotion of human and 
people’ rights in accordance of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights. This 
includes the protection of children from all types of abuse, maltreatment and violence 
through the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child. The African Union 
(AU) through its Ouagadougou Action Plan, the Migration Policy Framework for Africa 
(MPFA) and the African Common Position on Migration and Development (Commonly 
referred as the African Common Position), and the Joint Africa-EU Declaration on 
Migration and Development (commonly referred as the Tripoli Joint Declaration) 
emphasized on the need for greater capacity building, policy formulation, and awareness 
creation in the area of migration management and anti-trafficking. 

The Ouagadougou Action Plan (OAP) to Combat Trafficking in Human Beings, Especially 
Women and Children was adopted in November 2006 as part of reaffirming the international 
instruments on trafficking in person and provides specific measures and recommendations 
to tackle trafficking in human beings. The Action Plan offers actionable measures against a 
three pronged strategy of prevention, provision and prosecution. The QAP urges member 
states to utilise the same action as a reference to develop and review the laws and policies 
on human trafficking. 

As part of implementing the Ouagadougou Action Plan, the AU Commission Initiative 
against Trafficking (AU.COMMIT) Campaign which is one of the major Programme of 
Activities of its Department of Social Affairs (DSA) on Migration and Development for 
2009-2012 was created. The AU.COMMIT Campaign endeavours to raise awareness of the  

 Report of the Conference of the States Parties to the United Nations Convention against Corruption on its seventh 16

session, held in Vienna from 6 to 10 November 2017
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AU’s continued commitment towards addressing the problem of trafficking in human beings 
throughout the continent.  The AU.COMMIT campaign is aimed at galvanising activities 
undertaken by the AU Commission, including global, regional and national initiatives 
towards more synergised and coordinated actions to combat trafficking in persons in Africa. 

3. Roadmap Objectives 
As part of extending the agenda of the AU Agenda through its AU.COMMIT, this roadmap is 
created to proffer key deliverables, milestones and concrete actions to be undertaken to tackle the 
menace of child trafficking and irregular migration in sports, specifically football. The objective of 
this roadmap is therefore set against 4 thematic pillars of Coordination and Partnership; Awareness 
Raising; Capacity Building; and Regulation. 

Pillar 1: Coordination and Partnership  
The aim of this pillar is to identify, mobilize and engage key stakeholders relevant to the issue area 
in order to align efforts through collaboration/cooperation. Such coordination led by the AU is 
necessary with the participation of all actors in the sporting world ranging from governments and 
private actors to civil society organisations and the athletes themselves. 

Key actions and deliverables 
1. Identify and establish a network of key stakeholders involved in the development and transfer 

of athletes, the protection of minors and who are tackling child trafficking, at a national, 
regional and global level. 

2. Promote cooperation and collaboration amongst stakeholders  
3. Establish a Working Group involving the Key Actors / Stakeholder to oversee and ensure 

sustainability and coordination of interagency efforts. 
4. Structure efforts around both AU & EU trafficking (treaties, protocols, resolutions) 
5. Coordinate the engagement of key stakeholder in the deliberation and actualisation of a 

consensus on the issue of trafficking in Sports. 

Pillar 2: Awareness Raising 
The objective of this pillar is to improve the understanding of human trafficking in football through 
targeted research, public education, information and awareness-raising campaigns. It is necessary to 
understand the inherent complexities of the problem and the exploitation that occur in and around 
sports. Only then can strict legal frameworks that capture all aspects of trafficking and exploitation 
be established. This pillar is also expected to contribute towards a higher rate of identification of 
cases where children have been the victims of various forms of abuse and contribute towards 
greater expertise in dealing with children in vulnerable situations.  

Key actions and deliverables 
a) Improve global understanding of the scope and impact of human trafficking as relates to sport 

through research  
b) Sensitize communities of the dangers of irregular migration and trafficking through roadshows 

and goodwill sports ambassadors 
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c) Target awareness-raising campaigns at the most vulnerable groups to mitigate the possibility of 
potential victims. 

d) Prepare media strategy to reduce the demand for the activities of persons trafficked and 
promoting zero tolerance towards all forms of trafficking  

e) Raise the awareness of key stakeholders at all levels including those in the media, sports 
sector, CSOs, RECs and Member States. 

Pillar 3: Capacity building  
The objective of this pillar is to tackle the root causes of this issue by empowering young people 
and their communities through useful and specific development programmes. This pillar will also 
address the need to adequately strengthen institutional capacity through education and training. 

Key actions and deliverables 
a) Develop an athlete education platform to empower athletes communities. 
b) Develop sustainable programme that supports and empowers at risk countries or communities 

to reduce their vulnerability 
c) Develop a training manual for professionals in the migratory pathways (i.e. visa and passport 

officials at embassies, border control officials, ministry of education personnel, coaches, sport 
administrators etc.) 

d) build institutional capacity to be able to address the problem through law enforcement and 
promote the human rights of the victims 

e) Train key stakeholders on the identification of human trafficking and ways to tackle the 
problem within their various institutions including football academics, football clubs, and 
other related stakeholders. 

f) Help law enforcement officials from countries of origin and destination to better understand 
the forced labour outcomes of human trafficking 

g) Encourage footballacademies and recruitment agencies and their business associations to adopt 
self-regulation mechanisms. 

Pillar 4: Regulation  
The objective of this pillar is to create legitimate pathways to a constructive life in sport and 
beyond. This is part of a preventative measure that regulate the sports industry against the 
trafficking and exploitation of young athletes. This pillar prompts key stakeholder to adopt, commit 
and promote the implementation of related laws and policies as a foundation to addressing the issue 
of human trafficking in sport. 

Key actions and deliverables 
a) Prompt the adoption of a resolution within the AU that will increase the; 

- implementation of the Ouagadougou Action Plan to Combat Trafficking in Human 
Beings 

- commitment of member states to adopt  and implement laws against trafficking 
specific to sports and football 
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- Commitment of the key sport organisations to adopt and implement policies the 
regulate sporting activities as well as its supply-chain system for the protection of 
young people in and around sports. 

b) Through legislation, address the factors that prompt the demand and supply of child 
trafficking activities in sport. 

c) Implement a certification / accreditation initiative that include safeguarding principles 
on the side of academies, checks and balances to counter inside dealings by complicit 
state actors and affirmations by sport clubs. 

d) Regulate football academics in Africa and create a more transparent system that protect 
young athletes and their information. 

Pillar 5: Research  
The objective of this pillar is to contribute to knowledge within the subject area through 
empirical studies. Research is crucial to understanding the issue in order to provide 
evidence-based solutions as well as influence policy and decision makers that will be 
impactful.  

Key actions and deliverables 
a) Research 1: Multi-Sectoral Approach to mitigating the trafficking of minors in sport: 

Investigating how Political Institutions, Civil Society Organisations, Law Enforcement, 
Sport Authorities, Community Leaders, Media and the Private Sector can collaborate to 
mitigate the trafficking of minors in professional sport.  

- Preliminary research to uncover existing International Standards, Frameworks, Policy 
Resolutions and Sport Regulations and measures taken to safeguard the rights and interests 
of minors (children under the age of 18).  

- Identify stakeholders in the “cycle of exploitation”.  
- Identify key actors involved in the protection of minors against exploitation and  

trafficking.  
- Accountability framework: what role does each stakeholder play, areas of responsibility,  

intervention?  
- Gap analysis to identify areas that require policies and action to protect youth athletes  

from exploitation and trafficking from national and multinational actors and stakeholders 
as well as proposals for policy / legislation formulation where necessary. 

b) Research 2: How sport academies in Africa can be used as centers for community 
capacity building, to drive education and vocational training, toward social and 
economic transformation, and fulfillment of Africa’s obligations to meeting the UN 
Agenda 2030 /Sustainable Development Goals & Africa 2063.  

- Understand how sport academies can be structured to provide the best possible education 
and vocational training to safeguard the future of youth athletes in their care. 

-  Create a 3-tier academy system along with indicators to measure how their activities lead 
toward fulfilling. 

- Understand the environment in which sport academies in Africa exist and where 

c) Research 3: What is the true value of the African sport market?  
- To understand the visibility of the market it is important to determine the importance of 

each stakeholder and the weight they carry in this market.  
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- To generate interest with relevant stakeholders (r. government, corporations/multinationals) 
by demonstrating opportunities for investment.  

- Looks at investments in sport infrastructure, competitions, hosting, broadcasting rights, job 
market (direct/indirect employment)  

- Key drivers and main impediments.  

Proposed Activities (In the immediate-term) 
• Research on child trafficking in sports/football for evidence-based advocacy  
• Organise a capacity building workshop for members of the established AU working group 

on the subject area  
• Organise expert meeting to further articulate and validate a clear understanding of the 

issues highlighted in the roadmap as well as mechanisms for implementation  

About Mission 89 

Mission 89’s aim is to mitigate child trafficking in sport through research, education, and the 
implementation of mandatory regulations to keep sports training academies accountable for the safety 
and well-being of children in their care.  

Mission 89’s research into child trafficking in sport will provide a detailed examination of the 
issue as it exists today, develop educational and vocational programmes at grassroots level to 
empower those most vulnerable to exploitation, and establish a licensing and accreditation 
system to differentiate legitimate institutions from sham organisations exploiting young 
athletes. 

Mission 89 is best equipped to inform stakeholders on this issue and lead any dialogue 
between them, as unlike other human rights organizations, it deals specifically and uniquely 
in sports, bringing together researchers and practitioners with experience and expertise from 
the grassroots level of sports through to elite levels. 
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